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The Share Fair is Coming
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• How Do I Grade Using Khan,
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• Feature of the Month:
Recommendations Versus Playlists
• More Ideas on Grading

A Share Fair event is coming to a region near you! We are very
excited to share with you the plans for the regional Share Fairs. The
objective of the Share Fair is for you to share what you are doing at
your school or district. The KA coaches have seen numerous
examples of model classrooms and no two classrooms are using KA
alike. Whether you are just starting to regularly implement KA in
your classroom or have been using Khan for years, be proud of
your accomplishment and share with others what you are doing.
You never know, you may have solved an issue that another
teacher is still struggling with in his or her classroom. If you have
something you’d like to share, please contact your Khan coach or
Bethany Haglund at bhaglund@nnu.edu. Celebrate all you have
accomplished in our regional Share Fair!
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Regional Share Fair ~ Save the Dates
Mark your calendars now and save the following dates to attend the KA Regional Share Fair!
Date:
• Tuesday, February 18th ~ Boise
• Thursday, February 20th ~ Coeur d’Alene
• Tuesday, February 25th ~ Idaho Falls/Pocatello Area
• Thursday, February 27th ~ Twin Falls/Burley Area
Time:
• 4:14 – 7:30 ~ Dinner will be included
Agendas and more information will be coming out soon!
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Success Stories: Mrs. Pat Van Patten
Buhl High School
We are currently working on solving inequalities. For the first bit I have the
students watch the videos and work on their exercises while I help out some.
But mostly I am asking them if they have watched the videos, to which they
say they have not and I tell them to watch the video first and then I will help
them with what they don't understand after that. They get somewhat
frustrated because they are used to someone just telling them what to do. After
they have worked on it a bit, I will then have them join in a discussion as we
discuss the issues that they are having trouble with; this time it was
compound inequalities. As we discuss and I reinforce the concepts gone over
in the videos I see more of the students engaged in watching and learning as
we go over it together. I see lights of understanding come into their faces as it
all comes together for them. I think that the period of working on it first and
then discussing it after that seems to help them want to know more and it
takes less time for me to go over it and they are tuned in better than my old
traditional way of teaching. The challenge for me is to let them have that
struggling period.

The Importance of the Math Journal
One item that helps integrate Khan into your regular math class is the math journal. Some teachers
call it a math journal while others call it a Khan journal. The math journal can accomplish several
things in your classroom.
1.

2.
3.

Note Taker: It is a single place to take notes. Whether it is your lecture or a Khan video,
the math journal allows the students to have a single place to keep the information and it
becomes a math resource. When your students are watching a Khan video, the students
can take notes in their journal, writing the problem down, and writing each step of the
solution. This will also give them something to refer to when they are working on the
tasks and when they are stuck, they may not have to take a hint, saving those points and
earning a check instead of an X.
Vocabulary: Common Core and Smarter Balanced focuses on vocabulary. This is a place
that the students can keep all of the math vocabulary words, definitions, and examples of
these key terms.
Problem Completion: If students write in their journals all of the steps they completed to
solve the problems, it gives the students models that they can look back at and review
how they solved the problem. It also allows you to see what they are thinking when they
are solving the problems.

The math or Khan journal is a resource that the students are building and can take with them
throughout their K – 12 educational career and into college.
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How Do I Grade Using Khan, Especially When the Students are Oscillating
Between Mastered and Needs Practice?
Q: Why does a student's progress downgrade if they start getting exercises wrong that they have previously practiced
or leveled on, and how can I keep track of these in my gradebook?
A: from Maureen - Our struggling algorithm is actually much more complex than just getting one problem wrong, and
the intent is to make you aware that the student may no longer know the skill and probably needs additional support.
Traditionally, grading has been a one-time snapshot of how a student is doing. In Khan Academy, we're able to assess
whether students have forgotten how to do a skill over time, which is probably why you're finding grading to be
challenging. I would suggest telling students that you're taking grades as of a certain date. Then, incentivize higher
levels of mastery with bonus points or extra credit at a later date. Here's how another teacher is using KA to grade,
perhaps it can provide some ideas:
"Grading: I give students one point when they are practiced or leveled and two points when they are mastered. Each
skill is worth 2 pts. I broke the KA categories into three just so it is easier to track my 120 students. They get a zero
when they are not practiced or struggling. All students can go from a zero to two. No time limit. If we are in second
quarter and they have practiced or mastered a previous skill I will go back and give them the points. For me it is not
about getting something done in a time limit, it is about learning. I want all kids to learn. I only give zeros because it
motivates them to work on the desired skills and to inform parents they are behind Pace. They know they can "raise
their grade". I have laid out the 90 skills (using KA, common core, and MN State Standards) I want the kids to master
by the end of the year. Our year schedule puts us on a pace of 3 skills a week. Now sometimes the skills are harder and
takes longer and easier. But they have all 90 skills in a Google doc so they know what they have to do and by when.
All students are working ahead of pace but have not mastered ahead of pace. With my system I have a mean grade of
83% and median of 86%. Lowest 38% I work with this student every day and I might change how I grade for some
individuals so they can feel success. Success motivates them to work harder."

Khan Academy in Idaho Pilot Project
Statistics
232 Teachers
12,800 Students
48 Schools
570 Classrooms
$1.5 Million Dollar Grant
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Feature of the Month: Recommendations
Versus Playlists
Many teachers have been working diligently creating playlists for their
students to know where to work in Khan Academy. Other teachers are just
using recommendations to assign tasks in Khan. Which is the better model
to use?
Here are some things to think about:
Playlists:
~If a student uses “Find and add a skill” at the bottom of the Dashboard
page, it will place it on the list of tasks to practice and the concept will
appear on the Mastery Challenge.
~ A playlist gives you a paper to send home with a grade on it.
~ A playlist can include both Khan and non-Khan activities.
~ A playlist works for an entire class that can outline expectations of the
class.
Recommendations:
~ If a teacher recommends a task, once the student has completed 5 in a
row on the practice section, it will be prioritized in the Mastery Challenge.
~ Assigning tasks through the Mastery prevents the work of creating a
playlist and the video or task not being available when the students are
ready for it.
~ Can be used for more personalized learning.

J. A. and Kathryn
Albertson Foundation is
a private family
foundation committed to
the vision of limitless
learning for all Idahoans.

Both a playlist and recommendations are useful in the implementation of
Khan Academy. The teacher must decide the purpose of the tool and then
have it support his or her objectives.

More Ideas on Grading
Q: How can I grade the work my students are doing on Khan Academy?
A: When thinking about grading Khan Academy, the first thing the teacher
should think about is what is the purpose of Khan Academy and what do I
hope my students will gain by using it? Once you answer that question,
the grading answer may be easier for you to determine. You are the person
who is responsible for grading and at the end of the day, you are the
person who must look the parents in the eye and explain your thinking.
Here are some ideas:
~ Participation or Effort Grade: Students can earn a grade on Khan by how
many minutes they spend a week on KA. For example, 60 minutes a week
equals full credit.
~ Mastery: Number of tasks mastered during the week. For example,
students should master three tasks during the week for full credit.
~ Completed Playlists or Recommendations: Students must complete the
assigned playlist or recommended tasks for full credit.
~ Completed Tasks in a “Land:” Student should complete a single land by
the end of the quarter.
~ Exit Land Quiz: Once a student completes a “land,” the student must pass
a quiz.
~ Journals: Students should have notes of three videos and the work of the
tasks they have been working on for complete credit.
~ Complete 10 in a Row: Students receive a grade for completing 10
problems in a row that has been assigned.
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Khan Academy Coach Directory
Here is a list of the Khan Academy coaches and their contact information.
Jesse Buchholz - jbuchholz@nnu.edu - 467-8410
Cottonwood School District, Grace Lutheran, Hillcrest High School, North Gem School District, Orofino
School District
Heidi Curtis - hlcurtis@nnu.edu - 467-8250
Emmett Middle School, Fruitland Prep, Indianhead Academy Alternative High School, Kuna Middle School,
Rivervue Academy
Bethany Haglund - bhaglund@nnu.edu - 467-8353
Eric Kellerer - ejkellerer@nnu.edu - 467-8350
Forrest M. Bird Charter School, Hope Elementary School, Idaho Department of Corrections, Kellogg High
School, Post Falls High School, Washington Elementary
Cindy Orr - corr@nnu.edu - 467-8552
Buhl School District, Burley High School, Cassia High School, Castleford School District, Gooding School
District, Jerome Middle/High School, Murtaugh School District
Danielle Rogers - drogers@nnu.edu - 467-8073
LoriAnn Sanchez - lsanchez@nnu.edu - 467-8457
Garden Valley School District, Marsing School District, Notis Jr/Sr High School, Vision Charter School
Whitney Ward - wtward@nnu.edu - 467-8354
Crossroads Middle School. Lone Star Middle School, West Middle School
Eric Werth - ewerth@nnu.edu - 467-8240
Anser Charter School, Cole Valley Christian Schools, Parma School District
Lori Werth - lwerth@nnu.edu - 467-8062
Heritage Community Charter School, Nampa Christian Schools, Riverstone International School, St. Joseph’s
Catholic School

Khan Academy in Idaho Pilot Project Timeline
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Questions and Answers
Q: "I have noticed MORE exercises that were there this summer that I would like to use are gone. I am going to be
teaching parallel lines and angle relationships and they had some good exercises that went along with my lessons and
now I can't find them: Corresponding Angles 2, Same Side Exterior Angles 2, Alternate Interior Angles 2, Alternate
Exterior Angles 2. They don't always have a lot of exercises that I can use in Geometry so I was sad to see some of them
gone."
A: For these geometry exercises in particular, they've now been combined into two exercises called "Parallel lines 1"
and "Parallel lines 2". We combined them because the problems within each group were very similar to each other and
we felt that making students achieve mastery in each exercise separately was tedious and unhelpful. Though we've
been making many changes to our content, this is one of the few cases when exercises are removed. We've added
about 40 new exercises recently, many of which are in geometry, so hopefully that helps in picking the content to use.
You can always find the most up-to-date list of our exercises mapped to the Common Core standards on this page:
https://www.khanacademy.org/commoncore/map.

J.A. & Kathryn
Albertson
Foundation
501 Baybrook Court
Boise, Idaho 83706

